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You can trace all the artistic currents of the time in the exhibited postcards, from those that exploit the verbal-visual expression that characterizes Concrete and visual poetry through to those that record events and facts in a language of action; from the postcard as a work in itself through to those that use (the most orthodox manifestations of) Conceptualism; those concerned with awakening processes in line with the spectator’s own repertoire to those that bear witness to the human body’s potential to activate aesthetic processes (body art); from those that seek the spectator’s participation through ideas and projects to those that recover aspects of daily life which, due to familiarity and alienation, we ignore; from those that are a mere record of vanguardist artistic activity to those that manipulate commercial postcards, changing their original information; from those that convey attitudes of POP ART, Minimal Art, Arte Povera, etc., to those that exploit all of these tendencies, grounding their formal innovation in the social, seeking to relocate signs and texts in non-artistic discourses.


Mail art was an international network of artists that exchanged art, information and ideas throughout the postal system. Its internationalisation occurred in the early 1970s when unorthodox Fluxus artists beyond the immediate circle of George Maciunas began sharing address lists more and more widely. The main characteristic of mail art is not only that it travels in the mail but that this journey is conceived as an elemental part of the work, and contributes to its meaning. However, this loose definition still leaves wide margins for interpretation, and the desire to create distributable, uncommodifable and participatory works emerging from debates around art’s efficacy in Latin America easily came to embody many of the principles espoused in the mail art network. If histories of mail art unfailingly ascribe the role of founder of the movement to Ray Johnson, the absolutism of this history leaves little room for alternative genealogies and topologies of the rise of this complex network with hundreds of participants that spanned continents.

This article offers a reading of the emergence of mail art in South America and Mexico that depends upon revisiting the visual poetry networks active from the 1950s in the region and internationally. I examine how, throughout the 1960s, artists and poets in Argentina, Mexico, Uruguay and Brazil developed concerns with the notion of systems of all kinds—postal, linguistic, epistemological, bureaucratic, political— and that this concern stemmed more from an engagement with experimental poetry and theories of language than with any knowledge of Ray Johnson’s or the Fluxus movement’s love of the mail. Furthermore, I argue that these artists’ interest in semiotic systems led them to concerns that overlap with the language experiments of conceptual art, which then merged easily with the internationalizing mail art networks that developed related aesthetic investigations.

Although he is known mostly as the ‘sugar dada’ of mail art and a sometime collaborator with Fluxus, in 1969, Ray Johnson took part in a concrete poetry exhibition held at the University of British Columbia Fine Arts Gallery in Vancouver. Among the other participants were visual poets Álvaro De Sá (Brazil) and Mathias Goeritz (Mexico) as well as conceptual artists Carlos Ginzburg (Argentina), Bruce Nauman (USA) and Joseph Kosuth (USA). This unlikely selection of artists and poets not only demonstrates that concrete poetry is perhaps the most overlooked international art movement of the 1960s, but also that mail art and conceptual art overlapped and converged in experimental poetry. Nevertheless, in the Anglo-Saxon circuit it is still widely held that conceptual art was a teleological response to minimalism, focused as it was on...
dematerialisation and industrial fabrication methods that questioned notions of artistic genius and reflected the nature of administered modern society. This understanding derives from a misguided reading of New York conceptual art’s international relevance and the uncritical reception of its diffusion, while also neglecting the fact that at the margins of conceptual experimentation (in mail art and visual poetry), information was rapidly travelling backwards and forwards across borders in networks of unorthodox experimental art. The little-explored alternative history of what might unsatisfactorily be called experimental practices provides a very different picture to the usual accounts of artistic developments in the codified oppositions of centre and periphery, which must be explored if we are to understand mail art and conceptual practices in Latin America.

According to Clemente Padín, mail art definitively entered the Latin American art scene with the 1969 collective exhibition Experiencias 69, when Liliana Porter and Luis Camnitzer used mail strategies in their works for the exhibition. The New York Graphic Workshop planned eight mail exhibitions for the exhibition at the Instituto Di Tella in Buenos Aires. As Silvia Dolinko comments: “Between August 18 and September 1 –before Experiencias 69 opened to the public– approximately one thousand people in Buenos Aires received eight envelopes, each numbered in sequence.” Vigo also acknowledges the group in his text “First Argentine Antecedent” and describes the works by Camnitzer and Porter as “an experience of communication at a distance: by the post”. Vigo further states:

In the successive mailings they distributed envelopes containing unfinished cards –a quantity of four to each– to the people who were part of the directory of the institute. Porter’s cards had a visual quality and Camnitzer’s cards had a literary one. Received in advance, the replies from their addressees were disclosed the day of the inauguration of the experiences, along with the complement of what was missing. Obviously, and beyond the intention of the authors, the insertion in the channel of communications is evidently clear. (Figs. 1-4)

While these “Argentine antecedents” clearly inspired Vigo for one, it should not be forgotten that there was already a highly connected network of experimental poets in the region, who circulated their work regionally and internationally in the mail through publications. Conceptual art, with the exception of artists in Brazil, has been characterized Mari Carmen Ramírez as “without foundation” in South America:

“… unlike Brazil, where the early work of Hélio Oiticica and Lygia Clark had anticipated many experimental trends, Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay had little artistic experience to support the emergence of the radical practice of Conceptual art.”

In fact, however, in Latin America experimental poetic networks contributed greatly to the aesthetic of conceptualism because of the artists’ shared interest in investigating established linguistic and social structures, experimenting with participation, and pursuing an expanded understanding of poetry.

The “new poetry” was an open aesthetic that rejected conventional linguistic communication and engaged in making objects, resulting in a practice that is difficult to distinguish from art proper; it was, in Edgardo Antonio Vigo’s words, a “total art” that did not recognise boundaries between the literary and the visual aesthetic. From the 1950s onwards, the Grupo Noigandres concrete poets –Haroldo de Campos, Augusto de Campos and Décio Pignatari– corresponded internationally with other concrete poets and artists, often exchanging their works through the mail. In the 1960s and 1970s, experimental poets who would become linked to the formation of mail art continued this practice of distributing their work through magazines. These included Uruguayan Clemente Padín’s Los Huesvos del Plata (1966-67), OVUM 10 (1969-72) and OVUM (1973-74); Argentine Edgardo Antonio Vigo’s Diagonal Cero (1962-69) and Hexágono (1971-75); as well as the Brazilian Poema-Processo movement’s publication Ponto (1967-72). These principal agents in the mail art movement in the 1970s were already involved in an international and networked experimental poetry movement even up to a decade earlier. (Figs. 5 y 6)

The first group of experimental poets to impact upon the international poetry scene was the São Paulo Noigandres poets, who were interested in the instability of aesthetic languages, the


6- Cover of *OVUM 10*, nº 1, December 1969. Courtesy Clemente Padín Archive.
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relativity of order and the fragmentation of discourse. The chaos of the crisis of traditional narrative, verse and meaning was addressed by a ‘gestalt operation’, which ordered that chaos. A relationship between the verbal, visual and vocal is employed, while the word becomes “a minimal unity of meaning to be ordered in the graphic space”. The extra-linguistic aspects of poetry are offered as a structural guide in place of meaning created by verbal language. Furthermore, according to Rogério Camara, “concrete poetry reveals, through word/image relation, the possibility of control and the organisation of the system’s totality”. Important here is the attempt to completely re-organise language, being that it was considered to be a system of societal and psychic control; in Camara’s estimation this strategy functioned as a mechanism to reveal the constructed nature of our perception of the ‘real’ through language. Researcher Fernanda Nogueira explores an alternative genealogy of concrete poetry that is not only based in formal analysis, but moreover seeks to understand how the Noigandres poets’ radical aesthetic “penetrates the social body, the street, and the everyday means of communication and reverberates in alternative artistic networks”. She argues that the works of the concrete poets can be considered “tiny literary utopias” and identifies several characteristics that would also align them with mail and conceptual artists’ openness to the direct intervention of the spectator: the liberation of meaning beyond the verbal; poetry that can only occur through the active participation of the spectator/creator; poetry as a privileged space for anonymous action; the rupture of the idea of poetic genius; and the projection of an alternative order. Nogueira argues that these strategies aimed to contest and critique what Suely Rolnik calls “cognitive capitalism”.

The poets concern with participation is taken as a key indicator of the desire to intervene in the social order. Participation is a key trait of concrete poetry: in 1955 Haroldo de Campos proposed that poetry should be an open structure inviting creative adventure. For the poets, this openness –somewhat akin to Umberto Eco’s idea of the ‘open work’ proposed some years later– transferred the importance and significance of the meaning of a poem from author to reader. The Noigandres group also had far-reaching networks, some of which would evolve into mail art networks, although they themselves never took part. Indeed, in June 1967, number 22 of Edgardo Antonio Vigo’s experimental poetry magazine Diagonal Cero (1962–1968) was dedicated to “Brazilian Concrete and Kinetic Poetry”.

A detailed look at Clemente Padín’s OVUM 10 magazine, which was circulated from Montevideo through experimental poetry networks, shows how the poets involved were already concerned with issues that would later become central to mail art. Separated only by the Rio de la Plata estuary, the Uruguayan poet and Edgardo Antonio Vigo collaborated closely by sharing contacts and publishing each other’s works and essays. OVUM 10 followed Clemente Padín’s more conventional publication Los Huevos del Plata (1966–68). In 1967, Los
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Huevos del Plata had already published Vigo’s article, “New Poetic Vanguard in Argentina”, in which Vigo advocated “a poetry to see and another to hear”; critiqued free verse and “high-poetry”; outlined participation as a key possibility of the new poetry; and reviewed ideas about visual poetry in Paris. Vigo also noted a “natural integration” between dance, theatre and cinema in new artistic movements, adding that terms such as ‘happening’ and ‘environment’ were an attempt to pigeonhole the new ‘total art’. This criticism was perhaps directed at the happenings ‘boom’ at the Instituto Di Tella that embraced the work of Marta Minujín, for example.

The first issue of OVUM 10, published in December 1969, aimed to disseminate “poetic research”. It featured experimental poetry from Uruguay, Argentina and Brazil along with articles by Parisian poet Julian Blaine and Italians Michele Perfetti and Vincenzo Accame. In his introductory article “The New Poetry”, Padín makes the link between visual poetry and language as a system:

... the signifier, traditionally evoking images by psychic association, has established itself as the true protagonist of poetry. The signifier no longer evokes images, nor does it identify feelings, nor transmit states of mind. The elements of language transmit themselves. Not feelings, not concepts, not hyperboles. If the signified/signifier relationship has always been a conventional system of signs created for communication between men, why use it, with what authority is a tool incapable of revealing the poetic imposed upon us, when it has already widely demonstrated that it is not fit for purpose?

This concern with linguistic systems links mail art activity with other conceptual experimental practices. Padín’s article also notes that “both the producer and the consumer are the creators”, clarifying the link between the new poetry and participation. It is clear, then, that before their integration into mail art, some of the key ideas expounded by the movement were already present in these poetic networks, from interdialogic exchange and communication to participation and intermedia. Some of these ideas owed more to the diffusion and translation of theory associated with the linguistic turn than to artistic ‘influence’.

The first issue of OVUM 10 also explicitly embarked upon the project of liberating poetry from the merely literary, seeking new ways of understanding through the visual and promoting revolutionary politics. Inside the front cover, the first image to greet the reader is a sliver of the famous portrait of Che Guevara, detailing only his eyes – his visual apparatus – alongside the words “Liberarse Liberarse”. The repetition of ‘liberarse’ is perhaps accounted for by the double strategy proposed: freedom from the confines of language (visual sensibility) could eventually lead to greater emancipation.

Vigo’s 3 Poemas Matemáticos para B.B [3 Mathematical Poems for B.B] published in this first issue of OVUM 10 in 1969 suggest another system which he hoped to call into question; the artist states that he wished to “convert the geometric element I use into an a-geometry”. This strategy of calling ordering systems into question would be developed into much more complex propositions in Vigo’s later mail art works.
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The eight issues of *OVUM* included articles on technological poetry (Julien Blaine); art in the street (Vigo); Public Poetry (Alain Aria-Misson); Visual Poetry (Michele Perfetti); Process Poetry (Waldemir Dias-Pino); documents relating to *Tucumán Arde*; and works by Ian Breakwell, Dana Atchley and Jiří Valoch. These magazines testify to the extraordinary range of ideas around the theme of experimental poetry long before mail art officially ‘landed’ in the region, making the ‘before’ and ‘after’ of mail art in Latin America a somewhat arbitrary semantic exercise. They also make clear the two-way dialogue between countries including France, Belgium, Brazil, Italy, Argentina, Uruguay, the United Kingdom, Czechoslovakia, Scotland, the United States and Venezuela.

*OVUM* ceased its activity at the end of 1971, but was re-launched by Padín in 1973 as *OVUM* in response to the military coup of June 1973. In a text outlining the scope of the reinstated publication, Padín wrote:

It is obvious the necessity of a magazine to spread the results of our experiences and to forbid the communicative barrier...it doesn’t matter the artistic field chosen: poems, painting, music, theatre, audio-visual techniques, propositions, theoretical texts ...will have a place in OVUM [sic].

For this “second era” of *OVUM*, Padín also translated the magazine’s description into English, indicating an expectation to reach a broader international audience. By December the following year *OVUM* was redefined again, this time with no mention of poetry but as a magazine of “artistic research” disseminating the “contemporary currents of art” and as “an instrument of communication”. Surprisingly, however, despite these notable changes in discourse, there was not a marked shift in the kind of material Padín published. This indicates that experimental poets were open to conceptual methods and ideas about intermedia because they had already been acquainted with them through earlier poetry networks.

The subtle change from “new poetry” to “new art” provides a fascinating trace of the relationship between experimental poetry and mail art and affirms that poetry networks in South America were crucial to the experimental practices that blossomed in the early 1970s. Moreover, this material demonstrates that ‘conceptual’ experiments were not ‘belated’ in Latin America; in fact, they show that conceptualisms’ genealogies vary according to the specificities of modernity in any given place and the particularities of the artists involved. In his discussion of conceptual art, Peter Osborne notes that language-based art was connected to structuralist and post-structuralist philosophy. The idea stemming from these schools of thought is of the detachment from the ‘real’ through language, which removes us from a proper understanding of our reality. Art works communicate using a different kind of language that can unveil the world, recovering it from the process of distortion through language, which is considered to be ideologically inflected and controlling. From this perspective, we can understand that the translation and reinterpretation of structuralist and post-structuralist theory for Spanish and Portuguese readers impacted upon the art scenes in Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil in a similar way as in New York or Paris, affecting the way in which artists understood their contemporary condition. *(Fig. 13)*


The magazine *Ponto* was published in Natal, north-east Brazil, and introduced ‘process poetry’ in 1967. Waldemir Dias-Pino’s “Limit Situation: Distinctions and Consequences” was
printed in the fifth issue of *OVUM* 10 in December 1970, and later, in 1971, *Ponto* and *OVUM* were published as a collaborative edition. Dias-Pino was interested in Norbert Weiner’s cybernetic theory. Process Poetry focused on the “critical unleashing of always new structures,” and, according to Dias-Pino, the process equalled the “discovery of reality.” Most crucially, he defines process poetry in relation to the idea of a coded system:

Process poetry builds on the advances of concrete poetry and moves towards that tendency toward visual conceptual games, scores and activities. Although these poems are not yet scores, they do suggest a secret code system waiting for a reader to interpret or play.

The idea of ‘coded’ poetry to be interacted with or ‘played’ suggests an art form in which, through participation, codified subjectivity can be rethought and even dismantled. Breaking up systems of control, whether applied to linguistic structure or art world institutions, was directly accompanied by the collapse of genre boundaries, the concept of fine art and indeed ‘high’ literature. Process Poetry rejected “discursive poetry” – concrete poetry that used words and linear writing – and avoided the structure of linguistics and the aura of the author. Dias-Pino’s ideas clearly make a link between conceptual processes and poetic practice, which meet in the middle of their radical rethinking of media hierarchy in the 1960s.

Nedie Sá notes the link between experimental poetry and mail art. The movement was networked – it arose in various cities at the same time:

Process Poetry was founded as a movement in 1967, it happened simultaneously in various ‘points’ throughout Brazil: here in Rio, in the North-East in Natal and Recife, and in Minas Gerais. From 1967-1972, the Process Poetry movement came to have about 250 participating artists and poets. It was open to new participants so that mail was intensively employed – art by post. Many of those who now do mail art participated in Process Poetry.

Mail art’s connection with concrete, visual and process poetry is apparent in the aesthetic tools employed by the artists: the use of images rather than text, or the redefinition of text as image and the expansion of the verbal into the visual. (Fig. 14)
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However, poetry and mail art share more than formal qualities: the insistence on participation as a key strategy is carried into mail art practices. Vigo’s concept of a “Poetry to be Realised” both built upon and aimed to surpass both Process Poetry and Julien Blain’s “Poetry to Arm”. In his 1969 article, Vigo argues for a newly open aesthetic code, proposing that the ludic should be the starting point for “an active participation in order to arrive at the MOST PROFOUND ACTIVATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL: REALIZATION by him of the poem [...] puts before us a “creator” and not a “consumer”. Despite its seemingly intimate character, the prosaic nature of mail art itself invites participation, and those artists who cross over both movements, such as Vigo, Padín, Paulo Bruscky and Guillermo Deisler maintained this concern for participation at the heart of their practice. Cristina Friere points out that as well as dada, Surrealism, Futurism, the Situationists and Fluxus, Paulo Bruscky’s work owes much to the Russian avant-garde. El Lissitzky, Mayakovskiy and Rodchenko’s attempts to “unveil the unconsciousness of our routine actions”, their investigation of the relationship between art and daily life, and an emphasis on collective work and commitment to multi-media art can be seen as key ideas not only
for Brusky but also for other artists in Latin America.37

At its core, visual poetry investigates language as a constructed system, exploring its overlooked characteristics that reveal this even more clearly, drawing attention to its position in the world as a socially-defined process. In doing so, it also attempts to present opportunities for that system to be rethought and reconfigured. It is precisely this proposition that we see in the radical reconstruction of the poetic space of a poem in the work of the De Campos brothers and Décio Pignatari. If, as Frederico Morais suggests, “art is the founding gesture of the world”, the poets aimed for their works to constitute that gesture: a concrete project that aimed to imagine the world anew and disturb established perceptive matrixes.38

Mail Art: The “Borderland of the Concept”39

The close connection between experimental poetry and mail art in South America discussed above also lends further clarification of what mail art’s relationship to conceptual art might be. Whereas conceptual art has been defined as “the mapping of the linguistic model on to the perceptual,” the visual poets explored the inverse strategy: a perceptual model was ‘mapped’ on to the linguistic.40 Experimental poets wished to question narrative language and explore the visual properties of a poem in space as well as its participatory and interactive qualities.41 This suggests that the ‘linguistic turn’ in art was inverted in visual poetry. In mail art, both conceptual propositions and visual poets were unable to completely relinquish their respective aesthetic and linguistic projects, and they formed linguistic-aesthetic hybrids that began to have much in common. These hybrids can be seen throughout the mail art network. If we conceive of conceptual art as having emerged partly as a response to structuralist and post-structuralist theories, this conception allows us to think in terms of the responses of artists from different localities to the history of ideas and to the conditions of modernity, rather than to locate the emergence of conceptual art in a given place (i.e. New York).

While Dick Higgins’ partisan Intermedia Chart separates mail and conceptual art, conceiving of them both as offshoots of Fluxus, artist-historian Ken Friedman links Fluxus and mail art with the development of concept art through the figure of Henry Flynt, the author of the 1963 text ‘Concept Art’.42 Friedman states that “Concept art is not so much an art movement or vein as it is a position or world-view, a focus for activity”.43 This idea of conceptual art as undisciplined and heterogeneous is supported by Peter Osborne’s argument that conceptual art should not be seen as an art movement or style but as a period: “the standpoint from which to totalize the wide array of other anti-‘modernist’ movements”.44 The standard canonical historicisation is already extremely problematic, as Benjamin Buchloh acknowledges: “to historicize Conceptual Art requires, first of all, a clarification of the wide range of often conflicting positions and the mutually exclusive types of investigation that were generated during this period”.45 Buchloh’s acknowledgement points to a key problem in defining conceptual art: an art in which the primary conceit is the concept –in which the work can take myriad forms that are not formally restricted, and which challenges art’s commodity and institutionalised status– is hardly fixable.

First, it must be established that there has been much critical work to undo some of the assumptions of canonical art history in relation to conceptual art. By displacing notions of centre, periphery and belatedness, recent revisions of the art historical canon have repositioned the debate in the international arena.46 The curatorial strategy of the 1999 exhibition Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin 1950s-1980s made a distinction between ‘conceptual art’ and ‘conceptualism’, shifting the definition from one limited by local Western Europe and North American manifestations to one that held that global social and political transformations were a major factor in the development of visual languages.47 The exhibition’s organisers proposed that conceptual art denoted “an essentially formalist practice that developed in the wake of minimalism,” whereas conceptualism “broke decisively from the historical dependence of art on physical form and its visual apperception” and denoted “a critical return to an ordering of priorities”.48 In this way what might have previously been referred to as ‘post-conceptual’ (perhaps not without an implicit suggestion of belatedness in
regard to so-called peripheral art scenes) became understood as conceptualism.

As some critics have pointed out, however, the reclassification of 1960s and 1970s artistic practices as conceptualism acts as a homogenising force; a process which perhaps negates their critical potential.\textsuperscript{49} Miguel López has pointed to a variety of practices that have recently been subsumed in this way and questioned whether the term conceptualism helps us to understand their varied aesthetic proposals. He offers the following examples of practices now subsumed by the term conceptualism: Juan Acha’s ‘no-objetualismo’ (non-object-based art); Ricardo Carreira’s ‘deshabituación’ (dishabitation); Alejandro Jodorowsky’s ‘efímeros’ (ephemerals); and Vigo’s ‘revulsive’ art:

Such subterranean theoretical constructs pose a latent conflict, a multitude of not-yet articulated and potential genealogies. Beyond mere naming, these words appear as proof of the fact that there is something irreducible—a discordant crossing of stories that point to divergent ways of living and constructing the contemporary—its capacity to unfold other times.\textsuperscript{50}

Indeed, conceptualism is a category constructed for the purposes of redrawing histories of conceptual practices. We should pay particular attention to the suffix; supplementing ‘conceptual’ with the traditional art historical ‘ism’ has the effect of locating the practices described by the term within the Western canon. Although the designation aimed to counter the dominant discourse of the centre, the term conceptualism could be seen to subject the extremely heterogeneous production of artists in Latin America to assimilation into a canonical history of art instead of acknowledging its specific contextual character and potential.\textsuperscript{51}

Nevertheless, to reject completely the understanding of these works in relation to conceptual art is to deny artists’ complex interactions with the international scene, their sophisticated negotiation or translation of the specificity of their work in relation to a broader sphere, and their intense communications across borders. It is noticeable that mail artists such as Edgardo Antonio Vigo and Felipe Ehrenberg did conceive of their work in terms of conceptual art. Felipe Ehrenberg, for example, talks of a ‘sub-equipped’ conceptual art for Latin America, qualifying the statement by pointing out that conceptual art is apposite in the region:

...this type of production achieves an almost total escape from the mercantile structures that condition artistic production in Latin America, precisely through the nature of the object itself, namely, the modesty of its materials, its extreme mobility (nearly always through the postal medium) and its intimate relation with the means of mass production.\textsuperscript{52}

Vigo also described some elements of his work as conceptual: “My work (visual poetry, conceptual art, useless objects, hermetic comics) is testimony to my unwavering position of absolute freedom for the artist.”\textsuperscript{53}

Where does mail art fit into the recent historiographic approach to conceptual art? On the one hand mail art is vehemently anti-categorisation, its openness being defined by its medium rather than any programmatic style or principle. Nevertheless, for some artists mail art was a vehicle for sharing their conceptual propositions: performances, photographs and texts. For others, the mail art network could be interpreted as a conceptual work in itself; an ongoing performance and proposition to redefine aesthetic parameters. Indeed, Craig Saper defines networked art as “sociopoetic”, describing an art which is characterised by the fact that individual works “mean less than the distribution and compilation machinery or social apparatus”.\textsuperscript{54} It could also be thought of as a culture in the biological sense, from which conceptual art thrived, grew and spread, since artists sometimes tested out and researched their ideas first in their mail works before later making a non-postal version. Equally a postal version of a work could animate and distribute an idea that would usually be confined to a gallery. For example, for a mail exhibition based on Ray Johnson’s network, organised by curator Marcia Tucker, Luis Camnitzer sent an envelope wrapped in fake bloody gauze. The envelope was based on a more substantial 1970 work, Leftovers, which was then on show in the Paula Cooper Gallery in New York.\textsuperscript{55}

It is clear that conceptual methods were used in the mail art network: in Latin America the medium was particularly useful because of the challenges artists faced when operating in the
public sphere. By the 1970s, many artists were compelled to use the mail system –a direct result of censorship and self-censorship, artists who had been working with broadly conceptual intent gravitated to the relatively safe sphere of the mail art network. Conversely, mail artists in the United States or Western Europe had already elected not to take part in formal conceptual practices, perhaps because by the early to mid-1970s they were already considered part of the mainstream art world. Geza Pernezkzsky notes this, mentioning an exhibition organised by Clemente Padín: “It appears that the Latin American artists considered the network a key which gave access not to the door of alternative art but instead to the gate of the whole contemporary art.”56 There are, of course, notable exceptions to this broad schema, such as the English artist Robin Crozier, whose language-based but informal works might fit into an ‘expanded’ conceptual art. A broader understanding of these kinds of practices would allow the full range of response to the linguistic turn to materialise.

The difficulty in classification boils down to conceptualism’s extreme heterogeneity coupled with mail art’s ‘anything goes’ approach, which is the nature of intermedia works. Mail art should be seen as an anarchic, non-conformist relation of conceptual art; perhaps a ‘minor’ conceptualism, in the sense that it is used by Deleuze and Guattari. The authors explain that minor literature is deterritorialised, marginal, political, and collectively enunciated.57 The closest definition in terms of mail art comes from the artist Allan Kaprow, who championed conceptual art as an interactive form of communication that was distinct from mass mediated visual communication.58 Kaprow explained that the most important message was the idea of “oneself in connection with someone else.”59 It may perhaps be fitting to consider it part of a broader, more flexible ‘conceptualism’, with an attendant awareness of the limitations of this approach and with Kaprow’s definition of dialogical communication in mind. Indeed, Vigo outlines a similar strategy in his 1976 text “Mail Art: A New Stage in the Revolutionary Process of Creation”: “In MARGINAL COMMUNICATION there is a tendency to reject technology, inclining toward the manual and above all toward A NEED TO COMMUNICATE BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS”.60 Additionally, he states: “ A POETIC LANGUAGE IS A SYSTEM OF MEANING FOR THE COMMUNICATION OF IDEAS,” summing up his understand of the relation between the concept and the vehicle for its communication. Ultimately, however, mail art can be confined neither to conceptual art nor to conceptualism, as it operates across borders, bringing together artistic singularities into an ongoing ‘eternal network’. The recognition of mail art’s roots in experimental poetry rather than a response to mail art in the USA leads us some way to understanding how ideas travel through translation and publication, and the way artists respond to modernity. The merging of these networks with mail art created a complex, unorthodox and uncategories movement, not least because the singularity of each artist that participated in it.
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para testimoniar nuestras lágrimas, alegrías o lamentos
sino que ha pasado a ser respetable cuna de creación
pura.” [“We note the change that has happened in the
entire field of art, for which the cited expressions we
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there is an “organic” interrelation of these tendencies. The
“happening,” “event,” “congregation,” “show,”
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The exhibition "Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin" at the Queens Museum of Art in 1999 was paradigmatic in shifting the definition of conceptualism. See Farver, (ed.), Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin, 1950s-1980s, New York, Queens Museum of Art, 1999. Art historian Luke Skrebowski connects an expansive model of conceptual art to a broader geographical span: "Recent scholarship has sought to argue for an enlarged canon of conceptual art as well as for its ongoing relevance to contemporary art. Here, three broad argumentative strategies can be discerned: (i) Inclusion: an insistence on the "conceptual" status of artists not formerly considered within the rubric; (ii) Expansion: a geographical extension of the boundaries where a legitimately "conceptual" art is deemed to have appeared; (iii) Differentiation: a finer differentiation of "canonical" Anglo-American conceptual art, such that the category itself is rendered more nuanced". Skrebowski here points to a reassessment of what constitutes conceptual art since the early 1990s, broadening the definition beyond that of one locale and postulation — that of New York. Luke Skrebowski, "Systems, contexts, relations: an alternative genealogy of conceptual art", PhD diss, Middlesex University, 2009, p. 44.
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Craig Saper, op. cit., p. 11.

Author’s email correspondence with Luis Camaño, August 2012: "Ray was a neighbor of us in Locust Valley and we mailed stuff to each other (we shared the mailbox, who would announce “here is a good one” and I appointed him critic in residence). But there was no influence. He used correspondence as a medium. We started using it as a substitute exhibition space to make up for our lack of galleries. At the time we didn’t know about him and his project. He invited me to participate in the Whitney project, but I think my piece was not shown because Marcia Tucker..."
didn't like it (an envelope wrapped in fake bloody gauze, like the Leftover piece).
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